Universal Rear End Kits: Even though our New Traditionalist™ ladder bar rear suspension system was originally designed for '28 to '32 Fords they are often used in other automotive applications. We offer the universal kits as sub-assemblies and they include; Heli-arc welded 9° Ford/Currie housing, ladder bar, rear suspension and panhard bar kit. They come in overall widths of 55° and 57° (measured at the wheel mounting surface) and with either plain or chrome plated components. All that's left is to select the axles, differential and brakes listed separately on pages 42, 43, 48 and you're good to go.

(A) #001-50474 Rear end assembly, 40's style back mounted buggy spring, plain long ladder/panhard bars, shocks and shackles, 55° wide: $1,749.95 kit
(B) #001-50475 Rear end assembly, 40's style back mounted buggy spring, chrome long ladder/panhard bars, shocks and shackles, 55° wide: $2,299.95 kit
(C) #001-50476 Rear end assembly, 40's style back mounted buggy spring, plain long ladder/panhard bars, shocks, and shackles, 57° wide: $1,749.95 kit
(D) #001-50477 Rear end assembly, 40's style back mounted buggy spring, chrome long ladder/panhard bars, shocks and shackles, 57° wide: $2,299.95 kit
(E) #001-50478 Rear end assembly, back mounted coil-over shocks (specify 220#, 250#, 300# or 350# springs), plain ladder/panhard bars, 55° wide: $1,699.95 kit
(F) #001-50479 Rear end assembly, back mounted coil-over shocks (specify 220#, 250#, 300# or 350# springs), chrome ladder/panhard bars, 55° wide: $1,999.95 kit
(G) #001-50480 Rear end assembly, back mounted coil-over shocks (specify 220#, 250#, 300# or 350# springs), plain ladder/panhard bars, 57° wide: $1,699.95 kit
(H) #001-50481 Rear end assembly, back mounted coil-over shocks (specify 220#, 250#, 300# or 350# springs), chrome ladder/panhard bars, 57° wide: $1,999.95 kit
(I) #001-50482 Rear end assembly, ‘A’ type back mounted buggy spring, plain long ladder/panhard bars, shocks and shackles, 55° wide: $2,049.95 kit
(J) #001-50483 Rear end assembly, ‘A’ type back mounted buggy spring, chrome long ladder/panhard bars, shocks and shackles, 55° wide: $2,399.95 kit
(K) #001-50484 Rear end assembly, ‘A’ type back mounted buggy spring, plain long ladder/panhard bars, shocks and shackles, 57° wide: $2,049.95 kit
(L) #001-50485 Rear end assembly, ‘A’ type back mounted buggy spring, chrome long ladder/panhard bars, shocks and shackles, 57° wide: $2,399.95 kit

9" Ford Rear Panhard Bar Kit: Rear panhard bars are not only a must on coil-over but ‘41/‘40’s style buggy spring rear suspensions as well. The kit stabilizes the inherent problem of lateral movement in early Ford type spring shackles and coil-over shocks. The adjustable bar measure 24 3/4" (± 3/8") center to center, comes in plain steel or polished S/S and with or without frame tabs for those who already have a SO-CAL frame.

(A) #001-60627 Rear panhard bar, plain steel with frame tabs: $95.95 kit
#001-60628 Rear panhard bar, plain steel no frame tabs: $88.99 kit
(B) #001-60627SS Rear panhard bar, polished S/S with frame tabs: $189.95 kit
#001-60628SS Rear panhard bar, polished S/S no frame tab: $172.99 kit
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